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About This Content

Germany’s sleek, modern multiple units are synonymous with efficiency and comfort, none more so than the DB BR 474.3, now
available for Train Simulator.

The BR 474 is an electrical multiple unit built between 1996 and 2001, and again between 2006 and 2007, designed exclusively
for Hamburg S-Bahn services.

The units have a top speed of 100 km/h (62 miles) and can run on 1200V DC Third Rail and 15kV AC overhead power supply,
the latter being exclusive to the .3 variant of the BR 474. There were 112 BR 474s built in total, 24 of these being the .3

variation.

The first BR 474s were ordered in 1994 to begin replacing older units on the Hamburg S-Bahn, which itself was nearing 60
years old. The initial batch of 45 units was delivered in 1996 and featured a number of improvements to their predecessors,

including computer control.

A second batch of BR 474s was ordered in 1996 and deliveries of these finished in 2001. However, the BR 474 did have some
rather significant problems in the late 1990s, where heavy vibrations caused deficiencies with the ventilation, engine and door

opening mechanism.

The BR 474.3 was delivered between 2006 and 2007, nine new coaches and 33 from the second batch made up these new units.,
The main difference between the .3 and other variations of the Class is the addition of a pantograph in the intermediate coach so

they can also run on 15kV AC overhead power lines.
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A modernisation of the BR 474 was planned for 2012 and they were to be known as the 474 Plus. However, apart from a
prototype which was upgraded and shown publicly in July 2011, no other units have currently been modernised due to high costs

and a lack of available funding.

The BR 474.3 for Train Simulator is available in Deutsche Bahn Traffic Red livery and features combination throttle and brake,
cab and instrument lighting, in-cab signalling, safety systems, PZB and SIFA.

The locomotive is also Quick Drive compatible, giving you the freedom to drive the DB BR 474.3 on any Quick Drive enabled
route for Train Simulator, such as those available through Steam. Also included are scenarios specifically for the Hamburg-

Lübeck Railway route and Hamburg-Hannover route (available separately and required to play these scenarios).

Scenarios

Two scenarios for the Hamburg-Lübeck route and three scenarios for the Hamburg-Hannover route:

Replacement Shuttle: Part 1 (Hamburg-Lübeck)

Replacement Shuttle: Part 2 (Hamburg-Lübeck)

Strange-bahn (Hamburg-Hannover)

Strange-bahn: The Return (Hamburg-Hannover)

Even More Strange-bahn (Hamburg-Hannover)

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

BR 474.3 in Deutsche Bahn Traffic Red livery

Combination throttle and brake

Cab and instrument lighting

In-cab signalling

Safety systems

PZB

SIFA

Quick Drive compatible

Scenarios for the Hamburg-Lübeck and Hamburg-Hannover routes

Download size: 147mb
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Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English,French,German
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As I am a BIG fan of German railways, I would like to reccomend it so badly, but I just can't. The model is great and the sounds
too, but the physic of the train is COMPLETELY different. I don't care much abut the doors, through they are closed when the
sound is just in the middle. The problems are the acceleration and decceleration. I'm not an engineer, but according to the real
life sound, the train should accelerate two or three times faster. I have the sound of the acceleration of the train deep in memory
and the sound in the game is soooooooo slooooow. And when using it, you have to start slowing the train soon if want to stop in
the station and not by the second signal after.

Just look at this video https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=nH0HD10jO38

Buy it only in a set or during sales. Not the best add-on ever. But the German community have a patch on railsim.de that makes
it much better.. I recommend getting this in bundle with the Hamburg - Lubeck railway. For the full price tag, grab it only if you
are a S-Bahn Hamburg fan. Sounds are great, but here are som disadvantages: Reflection in the main window is quite not cool
for the beautiful scenery of the Hamburg - Lubeck route and second when you fire it up to max power it accelerates way too
fast.. I WOULD really like to reccommend it, purely for the \u00a37.99 pricetag, but it does have many flaws. The 'features' list
seems to push the loco's low amount of features. It also mentions features that have not only been included in previous DLCs,
but some were included in the original rail simulator from 2006, including the combined traction and brake control. I also
haven't found any instrument lights (though this may be because of my settings).

However, the main reason I am not recommending it is the UTTERLY BROKEN PASSENGER VIEW! Basically, if you don't
have standard FOV, either switch it back to usual, or DON'T LOOK RIGHT! because they apparentlycouln't be bothered to do
a decent passenger view, or render the front of the loco, or either move the view so you face in a fairly sensible position, who
sits sideways on a chair??. I don't know why this content is receiving so much hate. I personally love this train. It has excellent
sounds and it's very pleasing to drive, also it still looks nice with minimum scenery quality settings.

Let's debunk some "flaws":

 "Braking is horrible it takes too long"
Not sure where that came from, as an 8-car set can easily stop within the end of a platform having enetered the
station at line speed (60 km\/h in most cases).

 "There is no in-cab indication on whether the doors are closed yet"
Take a look at the main reservoir gauge. The left hand side indicator has a red pointer. Provided you keep your
train stopped using electric brakes (same handle as throttle), you can release the train brake (other handle) and
keep an eye on that indicator. It will drop to 0 as soon as doors are closed.

Not only that, you can also choose to close the doors manually (ctrl+T after activating manual mode) so you can
be sure they are only closed when you want them to.
Overall easily in my top 5 trains.. Braking is terrible with this one.

The Hamburg-L\u00fcbeck scenarios are absolutely rubbish.

Driving this train is no fun at all.
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Ich finde dieses Pack sehr emphelenswert f\u00fcr hamburger , typen die langeweile haben und S-Bahn freunde.
die Texturen sind sehr hochaufl\u00f6send. und zudem machen die Szenarien richtig spa\u00df

Hinweis!!! Zu Risiken und Nebenwirkungen fragen sie ihren Arzt oder Apotheker. You Need To Pick In Quick Drive The
LAST Model (At The Bottom. Terrible brakes, great sounds an great model. Overal I recommed it. Yes. I have seen the bad
reviews so I took it with caution. I would recommend this on one condition, you get it in a sale.

Pros:

The model looks amazing
Comes with more scenarios than mentioned for Hamburg S1
Has a modern yet old feel
Scroll Blinds Destination Display

Cons:

It is a copy of the BR 474 Plus
The destination and manual display don't work

I am not from Germany and I don't know what the sounds are like but the only reasons you should buy this if you don't have
Hamburg S1 Route or if it is on sale.. I don't know much about German trains. But I don't understand why so many people are
giving the BR 474.3 such bad reviews. I have no problems with this train at all. It runs well, and I have no problem braking the
train to a good stop.I consider it a very good train. All of the views work, the doors work and as I've already said, it runs, sounds
and brakes very well. I recommend this add-on. This is actually in reality a good pack. The only disadvantage is the passenger
view. The sounds are good, and the model has good detail. Other than the passenger view, this is a execellent addition to your
german fleet!
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